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[57] ABSTRACT 
A digital electronic circuit of especial use for subtract-
ing background activity pulses in gamma spectrometry 
comprises an up-down counter connected to count up 
with signal-channel pulses and to count down with 
background-channel pulses. A detector responsive to 
the count position of the up-down counter provides a 
signal when the up-down counter has completed one 
scaling sequence cycle of counts in the up direction. In 
an alternate embodiment, a detector responsive to the 
count position of the up-down counter provides a signal 
upon overflow of the counter. 
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DYNAMIC PULSE DIFFERENCE CIRCUIT 

CONTRACTUAL ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION 
The invention described herein was made in the 5 

course of, or under, a contract with the United States 
Energy Research and Development Administration. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
This invention relates to an apparatus for separating 10 

the background of random counts from the total of 
counts obtained in the gathering of data to produce a 
net pulse rate proportional to the activity of gamma 
rays in a desired energy range. 

In many fields that require digital signal conditioning 15 
it is desirable to subtract a statistically variable back-
ground signal from the detected gross gamma signal. It 
is also frequently desirable to monitor the difference 
over a wide range of count rates. That continuous dif-
ference is referred to herein as a dynamic difference, 20 
since it comprises a continuing subtraction in real time. 
Such a dynamic difference is particularly desirable in 
gamma spectrometry where the resultant difference 
signal is used for continuous recording or process con-
trol, or both, in real time. Such circuits have been con- 25 
structed in the past using analog electronic circuits. One 
channel is normally available that contains the com-
bined set of pulses of the gamma rays being measured 
and the undesired background pulses. A second channel 
is set up to respond only to a signal proportional to the 30 
undesired background pulses, which signal in general 
has the same statistical properties as the background in 
the signal channel but is not necessarily coincident 
therewith in time so that direct subtraction is not effec-
tive. Past practice has been to convert the pulse output 35 
of the signal channel to an analog d-c signal and to 
convert the background pulses to another d-c signal. 
The two are subtracted in a d-c subtraction circuit to 
obtain a difference signal. Such a circuit has two major 
disadvantages. First, the dynamic range is relatively 40 
small, being about 2 decades without a manual change 
range setting of the count-rate circuits. Even with the 
use of log count rate circuits the loss in accuracy be-
comes significant over a large dynamic range. Second, 
any d-c drift of the analog circuits appears as a measure- 45 
ment error since it cannot be separated from the d-c 
analog signals. 

It is an object of the present invention to provide a 
better circuit for obtaining the difference between a 
signal including noise and the noise signal over a large 50 
dynamic range, of the order 6-8 decades. 

It is a further object of the present invention to pro-
vide a digital circuit for subtracting a noise background 
from a signal including noise of the same statistical 
parameters. 55 

It is a further object of the present invention to pro-
vide a dynamic pulse difference circuit having a range 
of useful operation on the order of 6-8 decades using 
simple circuitry. 

It is a further object of the present invention to pro- 60 
vide a dynamic pulse difference circuit that is not sensi-
tive to errors caused by d-c drift. 

Other objects will become apparent in the course of a 
detailed description of the invention. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 65 

A dynamic difference is obtained between a continu-
ing count of pulses including background and a set of 
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background pulses observing the same statistics by con-
necting a counter to count up in response to pulses of 
both signal and background and to count down in re-
sponse to a signal proportional to background signal. A 
numeric sequence detector responsive to the register of 
the counter provides an output signal when the net 
count achieves one scaling cycle of a preselected 
length. The output of the numeric sequence detector is 
then proportional to the net dynamic difference be-
tween the up and down counts. In an alternate embodi-
ment, a detector responsive to the counter responds to 
overflow of the counter to detect the net dynamic dif-
ference. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
FIG. 1 is a functional block diagram of the up-down 

ring counter of the present invention. 
FIG. 2 is a functional block diagram of the numeric 

sequence detector of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

FIG. 1 is a functional block diagram of a realization 
of the up-down counter of the present invention. In 
FIG. 1, terminal 10 receives input pulses consisting of 
the desired signal pulses plus undesired background 
pulses and terminal 12 receives pulses that are propor-
tional to the background pulses. Since the input signal 
pulses include more counts than the background, it is to 
be expected that terminal 10 will receive a signal to 
count up and terminal 12 will receive a signal to count 
down. The up signal is applied across resistor 14 and the 
down signal is applied across resistor 16, each with 
respect to electrical ground. The up signal is connected 
to serve as both inputs to NAND gate 18 and to serve as 
one input to NAND gates 20, 22 and 24. The down 
signal is connected to provide both inputs to NAND 
gate 26 and to provide one input to NAND gates 28, 30 
and 32. NAND gates 18 and 26 thus serve as inverters. 
Their outputs are taken as the inputs to NAND gate 34. 
The outputs of NAND gates 20 and 28 supply the input 
to NAND gate 36. The outputs of NAND gates 22 and 
30 are the inputs to NAND gate 38 and the outputs from 
NAND gates 24 and 32 are the inputs to NAND gate 
40. There is thus an output from NAND gate 34 when-
ever there is either an up count or a down count at 
terminals 10 and 12, respectively. In a typical measuring 
situation using a single scintillation radiation detector, 
coincident pulses cannot be allowed to occur on termi-
nals 10 and 12. If coincident pulses were to occur, an 
output would be generated from NAND gate 34 and 
the balance of the circuitry, to be described later, would 
cancel the counts to give a net of zero. If multiple detec-
tors are used where coincident pulses are a significant 
probability, it would be desirable to connect special 
purpose anticoincidence circuitry at terminals 10 and 
12, a routine modification to the circuit. 

The output of NAND gate 34 serves two functions. 
The first is a timing function. The output of NAND 
gate 34 is connected to clock bus 42 to supply a trigger-
ing pulse for seven different flip-flops. Tlie output of 
NAND gate 34 is also connected to both inputs to flip-
flop 44. This generates an output A whenever there is 
either a first up count or a first down count at terminals 
10 or 12, respectively, and generates an output A when-
ever there is either a second up count or a second down 
count. The output A is connected as an input to NAND 
gate 20, NAND gate 22 and NAND gate 24. Output X 
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of flip-flop 44 is connected as an input to NAND gate 
28, NAND gate 30 and NAND gate 32. The clock 
output is connected by way of bus 42 to the trigger 
inputs of flip-flops 44, 46, 48 and 50. NAND gate 36 is 
connected to the J and K input terminals of flip-flop 46. 5 
The output of NAND gate 38 is connected to provide 
the J and K inputs to flip-flop 48. The output of NAND 
gate 40 is connected to supply the J and K inputs to 
flip-flop 50. 

The outputs of flip-flops 44,46,48 and 50 are charac- 10 
terized as follows: A positive output from flip-flop 44 is 
denoted A and a negative output, A. A positive output 
from flip-flop 46 is denoted B; a negative output, B. A 
positive output from flip-flop 48 is denoted C; a nega-
tive output, C. A positive output from flip-flop 50 is 15 
denoted D; a negative output, D. The output B is taken 
as an input to NAND gate 22 and to NAND gate 24. 
The output B is taken as an input to NAND gates 30 and 
32. The output C is taken as an input to NAND gate 24 
and the output C is taken as an input to NAND gate 32. 20 
The combination of elements in FIG. 1 comprises a ring 
counter that counts up for pulses on terminal 10 and 
down for pulses on terminal 12 over a cycle of 16 counts 
(24, where 4 is the number of binary stages in FIG. 1). 
The number of stages that is necessary in a particular 25 
application is a function of the statistical deviation of 
the pulse rates for the up and down signals. Stated in 
another way, the number of binary stages in the up-
down counter should be chosen so that there is a negli-
gible probability of a string of pulses in which the down 30 
count exceeds the up count by the number 2 raised to 
the power of the number of binary stages. 

The up-down counter described above is a ring 
counter; that is to say, it counts to its capacity and re-
peats. The same results could be achieved with a 35 
counter that does not cycle in this way, but instead 
counts to its capacity and overflows. Such a counter is 
referred to herein as a linear counter to distinguish it 
from a ring counter. The number of stages in the linear 
counter is determined in the same way as that described 40 
for the ring counter. 

All of the outputs of flip-flops 44, 46, 48 and 50 of 
FIG. 1 except for the A output of flip-flop 44 together 
with clock bus 42 of FIG. 1 supply inputs to FIG. 2 
which is a functional block diagram of the numeric 45 
sequence detector of the present invention. This is an 
embodiment of a digital logic detector. In FIG. 2, 
NAND gate 52 receives inputs A, B, C, and D, compris-
ing a binary 1 (0001). In other words, NAND gate 52 
receives an impulse whenever the ring scaler of FIG. 1 50 
passes the number 1. NAND gate 54 is connected to 
receive as inputs the signals corresponding to A, B, C, 
and D. This is the binary number equivalent to 3 (0011). 
NAND gate 54 thus generates an output whenever the 
ring scaler of FIG. 1 reaches the number 3. NAND gate 55 
56 is connected to receive the inputs A, B, C and D. 
This corresponds to the binary number 15 (1111). 
NAND gate 56 thus generates an output whenever the 
up-down ring counter of FIG. 1 reaches the number 15. 
The output of NAND gate 52 supplies a J input to 60 
flip-flop 58 and a K input to flip-flop 60. The output of 
NAND gate 54 is connected through AND gate 62 to 
the J input of flip-flop 60. The output of NAND gate 56 
is connected through AND gate 64 to the J input to 
flip-flop 66. Clock bus 42 is connected to the trigger 65 
inputs to flip-flops 58, 60 and 66. The K terminal of 
flip-flop 58 is grounded. The positive output of flip-flop 
58 is connected as an input to AND gate 62. The posi-

tive output of flip-flop 60 is connected as an input to 
AND gate 64. The positive output of flip-flop 66 is 
connected as an input to AND gate 68, the other input 
of which is grounded. The negative output of flip-flop 
66 is connected to flip-flops 58 and 60 to supply a clock 
as an input to NOR gate 70 which is connected as an 
inverter. The output of NOR gate 70 is connected as an 
input to binary 72 which generates a positive output 
pulse for each completion of a full cycle on the ring 
counter in the positive sequence (1, 3, 15). Each such 
complete positive sequence represents a net count of 16 
net pulses above background. The count of net pulses 
above background represents a continuous difference 
or, as described earlier, a dynamic difference of pulses 
above background. Because the count is obtained digi-
tally rather than on an analog basis, it is free of the 
possible d-c drifts that appear as measuring errors when 
analog circuits are used. 

The dynamic difference is obtained from the linear 
counter by a digital logic detector that counts the num-
ber of overflow pulses, since each overflow pulse repre-
sents one net count above the dynamically subtracted 
background. This count is also obtained digitally and is 
thus similarly free of the d-c drifts possible with analog 
circuits. It should be noted that the ring counter is most 
readily used to produce sequences which are counted. 
The count of sequences is thus a fixed fraction (here, 
l/16th) of the dynamic difference. The linear counter 
produces an overflow that is the dynamic difference. 
Routine considerations of ease of signal processing will 
determine which of the embodiments is selected by the 
designer. 

The circuit of FIGS. 1 and 2 for the practice of the 
present invention has been constructed and used at the 
Hanford Works to enhance the detection of radioactive 
I131 in a monitor of effluent water. In the model that was 
built, resistors 14 and 16 were selected to be 100 ohms. 
NAND gates 18, 20, 26 and 28 were included in an 
SN7400, manufactured by Texas Instruments Company, 
as were all the circuit elements identified herein that 
begin with the letters "SN." NAND gates 22 and 30 were 
included in an SN7410. NAND gates 24 and 32 were 
included in an SN7420. NAND gates 34, 36, 38 and 40 
were part of an SN7400. Flip-flops 44 and 46 were 
included in one SN7473 dual edge-triggered M-S flip-
flop, and flip-flops 48 and 50 were in another. NAND 
gates 52, 54 and 56 were SN7430's. Flip-flops 58, 60 and 
66 were SN7470's. AND gates 62, 64 and 78 were built 
in as parts of the SN7470 chips with which each was 
associated. NOR gate 70 and binary 72 together were 
part of an SN15851 chip. Some of the elements used in 
FIG. 2 had unused terminals or gates that where left 
open, connected together, or grounded in a way that is 
obvious to the electronic designer. The particular appli-
cation for which the dynamic pulse difference circuit 
was built exhibited adequate sensitivity and background 
discrimination with four binary circuits. Other applica-
tions might require more binary elements or might per-
mit fever. There are two basic design compromises. 
First, the closer the background level is to the detection 
level, the more desirable it is to have extra binary stages 
to minimize the possibility of undetected negative se-
quences of counts. Second, the more binary stages that 
are added, the greater the increase in cost and complex-
ity. It is therefore a matter of design compromise to 
arrive at an appropriate number of binary stages based 
upon the relative levels of measuring counts and back-
ground and also the statistics to be expected of both. 
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The embodiments ofthe invention in which an exclu-
sive property or privilege is claimed are defined as 
follows: 

1. A digital electronic circuit for producing pulses 
proportional to a continuously running net count of the 5 

difference between gamma pulses and a background of 
gamma pulses, the circuit comprising: 

a first terminal (10) receiving the input signal pulse; 
a second terminal (12) receiving the proportional 

background pulse; 
a first NAND gate (18) connected to the first terminal 

(10) to invert the total count; 
a second NAND gate (26) connected to the second 

terminal (12) to invert the background count; [ 5 
a third NAND gate (34) connected to the first and 

second NAND gates (18 and 26) to receive outputs 
therefrom; 

a first flip-flop (44) connected to the third NAND 
gate (34) to receive therefrom a clock pulse and 2 0 
triggering pulses and to generate therefrom a first 
count pulse and a second count pulse; 

a fourth NAND gate (20) connected to the first termi-
nal (10) and the first flip-flop (44) and receiving the 
first count pulse therefrom; 25 

a fifth NAND gate (28) connected to the second 
terminal (12) and the first flip-flop (44) and receiv-
ing the second count pulse therefrom; 

a sixth NAND gate (36) connected to the fourth and 
fifth NAND gates (20 and 28) and responsive to 30 
outputs therefrom; 

a clock bus (42) connected to the third NAND gate 
(34) to receive and couple a clock pulse therefrom; 

a second flip-flip (46) connected to the sixth NAND 
gate (36) and the clock bus (42) and receiving in- 35 
puts therefrom to generate a third count pulse and 
a fourth count pulse; 

a seventh NAND gate (22) connected to the first 
terminal (10), the first flip-flop (44), and the second 
flip-flop (46) and receiving a first count pulse from 4 0 

the first flip-flop (44) and a third count pulse from 
the second flip-flop (46); 

an eighth NAND gate (30) connected to the second 
terminal (12), the first flip-flop (44), and the second 
flip-flop (46) and receiving a second count pulse 
from the first flip-flop (44) and a fourth count pulse 
from the second flip-flop 46; 

a ninth NAND gate (38) connected to the seventh 
and eighth NAND gates (22 and 30) and responsive 5Q 
to outputs therefrom; 

a third flip-flop (48) connected to the ninth NANd 
gate (38) and the clock bus (42) and receiving in-
puts therefrom to generate a fifth count pulse and a 
sixth count pulse; 55 

a tenth NAND gate (24) connected to the first termi-
nal (10), the first, second, and third flip-flops (44, 
46, and 48) and receiving a first count pulse from 
the first flip-flop (44), a third count pulse from the 
second flip-flop (46), and a fifth count pulse from 60 
the third flip-flop (48); 

an eleventh NAND gate (32) connected to the second 
terminal (12) and to the first, second, and third 
flip-flops (44, 46, and 48) and receiving a second 
count pulse from the first flip-flop (44), a fourth 65 

45 

count pulse from the second flip-flop (46) and a 
sixth count pulse from the third flip-flop (48); 

a twelfth NAND gate (40) connected to the tenth and 
eleventh NAND gates (24 and 32) to receive an 
input therefrom; 

a fourth flip-flop (50) connected to the twelfth 
NAND gate (40) and the clock bus (42) and receiv-
ing inputs therefrom to generate a seventh count 
pulse and an eighth count pulse; 

a thirteenth NAND gate (52) connected to the first, 
second, third, and fourth flip-flops (44, 46, 48 and 
50) and receiving a first count pulse from the first 
flip-flop (44), a fourth count pulse from the second 
flip-flop (46), a sixth count pulse from the third 
flip-flop (48), and an eighth count pulse from the 
fourth flip-flop (50); 

a fifth flip-flop (58) connected to the thirteenth 
NAND gate (52), the clock bus (42) and to an 
electrical ground and generating an output; 

a fourteenth NAND gate (54) connected to the first, 
second, third, and fourth flip-flops (44, 46, 48, and 
50) and receiving a first count pulse from the first 
flip-flop (44), a third count pulse from the second 
flip-flop (46), a sixth count pulse from the third 
flip-flop (48), and an eighth count pulse from the 
fourth flip-flop (50); 

a first AND gate (62) connected to the fourteenth 
NAND gate (54) and the fifth flip-flop (58) and 
receiving inputs therefrom; 

a sixth flip-flop (60) connected to the first AND gate 
(62), the thirteenth NAND gate (52), and the clock 
bus (42), receiving inputs therefrom, and generat-
ing an output in response to the inputs; 

a fifteenth NAND gate (56) connected to the first, 
second, third, and fourth flip-flops (44, 46, 48, and 
50) and receiving a first count pulse from the first 
flip-flop (44), a third count pulse from the second 
flip-flop (46), a fifth count pulse from the third 
flip-flop (48), and a seventh count pulse from the 
fourth flip-flop (50); 

a second AND gate (64) connected to the fifteenth 
NAND gate (56) and the sixth flip-flop (60) and 
receiving inputs therefrom; 

a seventh flip-flop (66) connected to the second AND 
gate (64) and the clock bus (42) and receiving in-
puts therefrom, the seventh flip-flop (66) generat-
ing as outputs an up pulse and a down pulse, the 
down pulse coupled to the fifth flip-flop (58) and 
the sixth flip-flop (60); 

a third AND gate (68) connected to the seventh flip-
flop (66) and to electrical ground, receiving as 
inputs the up pulse from the seventh flip-flop (66) 
and the electrical ground, and producing an output 
that is supplied as an input to the seventh flip-flop 
(66); 

a NOR gate (70) connected to the seventh flip-flop 
(66), receiving as input therefrom the down pulse, 
and producing an inverted pulse; and 

a binary (72) connected to the NOR gate (70) and 
receiving the inverted pulse therefrom to produce 
a positive output pulse, 

which pulse is proportional to a continuously running 
net count of the difference between the input count 
and the background count. 


